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Beer 1 (red lid)
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Balanced banana ester and clove phenol aromas, neither dominates. No bubblegum.

Mild Phenols and fruity esters, both clove and bananna are present. Faint hops aroma but it is dominated by the
Phenol aroma. Grainy aroma is also present. Smells delicious.

NOTE. Very low to no head. Certainly carbonated enough.

Phenols and esters - moderately strong and balanced, pronounced clove, banana and fruitiness
Full, rich creamy aroma with background note of bread and vanilla

Bright balanced banana/clove - banana not overpowering

Moderate to strong clove initially. Moderate banana ester (almost lolly like) behind it. Maybe a hint of vanilla. Bread
is apparent but restrained. 10/12

dominated by lolly banana aroma - no detectable wheat aroma or hops

strong banana and clove are balanced, wheaty aroma comes through well too

Banana straight out of the gates, a little on the lolly banana side but not unpleasant like many can be. Sweet but not
malt forward. Swings between a nice banana and an overdose of banana. No clove. The clove becomes apparent
after tasting it.

Some bandaid mixed with clove small banana in the back ground doughy malt

good banana/clove balance, no bubblegum

Nothing jumps out, certainly some underlying wheat esters, but not appreciably different from Black Lid

Strong banana, slight bubblegum, a hint of spice but no clove, a hint of wheat
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moderate clove and bananna flav, nicely balanced, slight bubblegum flavour enhances and there is a good malt
balance. Lovely dry finish to the beer, lingering phenols dry the mouth out. Lovely.

Clovey but not overpowering, gives way to a graininess I was looking forward to which falls away quickly. Some
alcohol that feels it may become a little fusal as it warms. A mostly pleasant tang hangs on the palate at the end
and afterward.

Well integrated yeast products. Refreshing wheat character

ticks all the boxes, perhaps on the drier side.

dryer brighter flavours, leaning more to clove-like

creamy in the mouth with crispness in finish, wheaty with prominent banana and clove in good balance. overall
flavour impression is well balanced

starts dry, slightly tart, pleasant mouthfeel akin to what I look for in a Hefe, finishes clean and dry

Banana clove carries through, nice spicy character - slight tartness, v refreshing. Light body, clean finish.

Moderate-strong banana, slight spice, no hop, v. low bitterness, dry. Body too light + under carbed = watery.

good balance of clove and banana - a dry almost astringent finish (for mouthfeel) - cloves come through on the end

Bandaid prominent some clove bready malt finished with slight banana.

Flavour reflect exact comments as aroma
Phenols and esters - moderately strong and balanced, pronounced clove, banana and fruitiness
Full, rich creamy flavour with a note of sweet bread and vanilla
A low/moderate tart finish but a lingering fruitiness with background notes of malt/ester sweetness.
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Which beer is it? (13 responses)

Standard Hef
Maltase Rest Hef

69.2%
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Other comments (11 responses)

While the banana is strong in the aroma, with a little bubblegum/lolly banana, the aroma and flavour comes across
as unbalanced. I originally gave it 39 as I felt it was a pretty good representation of style but not as balanced as I
like them. I cam back to it a little warmer and dropped it a few points

Aroma immediately appeals, then flavour delivers a really enjoyable drink. Very drinkable, excellent appearance and
mouthfeel too.

Appearance 3/3. Mouthfeel 5/5. Overall, an easy drinking beer, 9/10

That looks and tastes like your "normal" Heffe. It is undercarbed with little to no head, but that could just be that it
needed a couple of days more in bottle. Overall sensational and if it had more carb it would have lifted on the nose
and body. Great beer.

Unfortunately the bandaid aroma and flavor over powered and didn't alow proper analysis

I'm guessing Maltase Rest as the technique is to generate more esters - and I think this is what I'm picking up.

Excellent head retention. Just superb. Beautifully integrated beer at its freshness peak.

A really nice example of the style. The finish miiiiight be sliiiiiiightly astringent but I could be imagining it. I couldn't
fault it - but I couldn't give you 50 now could I?

I initially had this as the standard hefe, (see flavour) but figured that a higher glucose % may lead to a higher
attenuation, certainly to my mind both as to style and certainly as to drinkability the standout.
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Great mouthfeel, all flavours and aroma seem to be more rounded, complimentary and pronounced

i think it could be the maltase rest hef because its well attenuated..

Beer 2 (black lid)

Aroma comments (13 responses)

Nothing jumps out, certainly some underlying wheat esters, but not appreciably different from Red Lid

Low to moderate clove. Low to moderate banana ester behind it. No vanilla. Bread is apparent but restrained. 8/12

Little banana, some clove; very light and seducing aroma overall.

Banana notes dominate. Clove present but weaker.

Bubblegum and bananna without as much clove aroma as Version 1. More restrained in aroma and the malt
(bready quality) is more pronouned. Nicley balanced though (Aroma).

more restrained aroma, banana prominent, little clove, some graininess

Nice bready hef notes clove and some banana very well balanced leaning slightly to clove. Nice

Phenols and esters – moderately prominent and balanced.
Light wheat character with background notes of bubble-gum

Bready, slight banana, no spice

Much lower aroma, hint of crisp pear. Very low hefe character. Almost like a light coopers.

A bit more subdued in the aromas, but still in balance

better balance of banana and clove - clove in the back
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As per the aroma, low on pretty much everything. A subtle beer, more like a commercial "gateway" wheat beer (or
American wheat, without the hops).

Follows the nose, bready malt, clove balanced with banana. Very enjoyable

overall flavour more restrained - notably mostly banana, not so well balanced.creamy but finishes sweetish. a little
more bitter in the finish than expected.

Moderate banana, no spice, no hop, v. low bitterness, dry. Body too light + under carbed = watery.

Thinner in body and overall mouthfeel. Phenols are present and are low to moderate. Beer certainly has a more
grainy feel than beer 1. I like it and it is balanced, with a long fuller finish.

Refreshing wheat character. Banana notes dominate yeast pallate. Lacks the integration of Beer 1.

Light banana and a little more clove both very well balanced compared to the previous. The grain is apparent very
quickly and welcome. This carries through to the end which has a light malt sweetness that includes a touch of
clove and banana.

more full/creamy with softer mouthfeel - similar flavours to red lid

less "sweet" on finish -more bitterness - thinner in flavor profile/less depth

Both clove and banana are about equal with the aroma. Fresh sourdough bread flavour towards the finish.
Sweetness dries out with a hint of tartness about it. 15/20

quite spicy, a little hot alcohol?

slightly tart,mouthfeel is richer than red lid, feels/tsates less attenuated, finishes with a slightly cloying mouthfeel

Light, slightly creamy malt flavour & tartness
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39/50 - Aroma 9/12, Flavour 15/20

41

43

41 - this is a good example of the style but I enjoyed the first more.

Which beer is it? (13 responses)
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Other comments (12 responses)

I'm guessing the other (red cap) has more banana than this black cap) so is the more "estery" of the two and so red
= maltase black = standard. However, I wonder on the other hand if the higher maltose wort leads to a drier beer
and less body - i.e. is the black cap the maltase. The black cap to me was the less rich in flavor although perhaps a
better balance of components.

Both are nice and clean-tasting with zero fermentation issues. Both need more body & carbonation to make them
really good beers. The extra esters in the red-cap beer give it the potential to be awesome.

Its just not as good as beer 1. It is still a good heffe, but it lacks the phenols particularly the clove and feels a little
thinner in the mouth. Still a good beer, but if I had to chose number 1 for me please.

Aroma does not impress immediately like the other one. Banana flavour bias gets cloying after a while. Mouthfeel
and appearance good - head better on this one - bigger and retained.

Aroma and flavours less pronounced than Red Lid and lighter in body and mouthfeel with a dryer tart finish. Still a
great beer but less harmonious than its competitor.

This one warms well. Maintain flavour, banana becomes more dominant on the palate but there isn't any alcohol to
ward me off.

69.2%
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again flipped (see Red other comments), the tasting was conducted over about 30 minutes from cold fridge to
January room temp, the red maintained a drinkability, the black sank into I guess what Hoppe would describe as
wheat beer territory.

Appearance 3/3. Mouthfeel 5/5. Overall, a good beer, but not one that I'd go back for, 7/10

I'm only guessing this is the standard hef based on the assumption that that the Maltase rest gives greater esters.
But the red capped beer is more like your usual offering. Black cap was a little underwhelming.
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